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About This Game

We are delighted to inform that Sky Clash: Lords of Clans 3D has been released on Steam. We've poured our hearts and souls
into the development of this game and hope look forward to getting it into the hands of as many players as possible.

You have a great chance to become the first who can play and share your thought with other players.
Please do it right now!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/630140/

Are you a big fan of platform games? Can your nerves tolerate a high level of difficulty? If your answer is yes, then get your
jumping skills ready for a new Super Meat Boy and Defrag (Quake3Arena) inspired platformer Run Rabbit Run!

Run Rabbit Run is a dangerously addicting and delightfully challenging game about a bunny angry for carrots. The bunny runs
and jumps. And guess what? It also dies a lot. Will you manage to leap over increasingly perilous obstacles and keep your bunny

in one piece? Skillful control of jumps, velocity and inertia will allow you to succeed.

Features:
• Comic book style pictorial intro story

• Classical platforming elements and fresh jumping mechanics
• Quickfire nature of levels

• Responsive, finely tuned gameplay
• Stylized silhouetted characters and background

• Well-balanced contrast-based art
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• Gorgeous soundtrack featuring live instrumentation and a variety of styles and moods
• 2 tricky chapters and additional "secret" levels

• Tons of challenge and a dose of silliness

Each level in the game is carefully structured and revolves around traversing various obstacles, including spike pits and circular
saws of all shapes and sizes. That can be a tricky task unless you are skilled enough to have a perfect control over your jumps.
You have to make sure to attain the proper velocity for each jump but you should never forget about inertia which is another
important factor to consider. There should not be too much or too little inertia, but just enough to land safely on a platform as

any brush with a nearby spike or circular saw is a certain death.

There is no wall-jumping in Run Rabbit Run - good news for players who find it annoying! Instead, there is another challenge
which is managing inter-jump velocity in order to land on a platform mid-air. This adds another skill level to the game and a

fresh jumping mechanic that you are sure to enjoy.

A thrilling gameplay is complemented with stylish and tasteful artwork. Serene pastel-colored background in the game suggests
an atmosphere of tranquility that makes an interesting juxtaposition with the blood-spattered circular saws and spike pits. The

silhouettes of the bunny and other animals against the images of trees, snow-capped mountains and cityscape look charming and
touching. All this, tied together with an incredible soundtrack, delivers a mixture of blood, action, style and drive that should not

be missed!
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it looked liked u spent less than a year making this it had good potenial but a rip off of super meat boy. it looked liked u spent
less than a year making this it had good potenial but a rip off of super meat boy. The concept is good, but I feel like this game
tries to be a bit too much like Super Meat Boy. Hell, it could even be a reskin, with less gameplay options (Such as sliding,
double jumps and such.). Delay on the jump is a bit awkward as well. Don't get me wrong, it's not a bad game per say, but it
could use some improvement.. This game is only hard because the physics are awful. why does it run so goddamn fast?. This
game is a very fun cheap RAGING game for anybody out there.

But, I can't play it too much because

My BLOOD PREssURE will get too high because I'm raging at this game :)
. WELL DONE to the dev's for quality control. Why can't all games share the same aesthetic? This level of quality should be the
standard upon of which games are judged... the menu and the controls have an all round weighty quality to them.

This game is the perfect time killer, worth every $. WELL DONE to the dev's for quality control. Why can't all games share the
same aesthetic? This level of quality should be the standard upon of which games are judged... the menu and the controls have
an all round weighty quality to them.

This game is the perfect time killer, worth every $. bought this game for a few reasons
1. it was a little over a dollar
2. i like these type of games
3. i think itd make for some pretty hilarious youtube videos

P.S. i think i made a good choice!. Unique movement physics make this a really interesting variation on the meatboylike
subgenre. It has some tricky jumps pretty early on, which is nice.. This game is only hard because the physics are awful. why
does it run so goddamn fast?
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The gameplay is fun and the dificulty does not ramp up rapidly
The minigames (bonuses) are a bit more relaxing
Can't go very wrong for 4 dollars. A nice short challenge game, but not too much to offer with only 2 worlds and the levels not
being extremely diffucult, but if you like challenge games, it would be a good buy!. run rabbit run is a awesome game u should
buy it. This game is a very fun cheap RAGING game for anybody out there.

But, I can't play it too much because

My BLOOD PREssURE will get too high because I'm raging at this game :)
. its fun if you like to break 7 keyboards over a video game
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